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The Life You Imagine
Model Petra Nemcova's charmed life was changed forever when the tsunami swept her boyfriend away, and left her with a
broken pelvis and clinging to a tree for nearly eight hours. All of her proceeds from this book will be donated to the
Give2Asia/Happy Hearts Fund helping to rebuild the areas hardest hit.

Sergei Kuzmich from All Sides
This acclaimed twenty-first–century Russian novel is “a Dantean descent” into the abandoned Soviet gulags, written “with a
clear poetic sensibility” (The Wall Street Journal). In Sergei Lebedev’s debut novel, an unnamed young man travels to the
vast wastelands of the Far North to uncover the truth about a mysterious neighbor who once saved his life, and whom he
knows only as Grandfather II. What he finds among the forgotten mines and decrepit barracks of former gulags is a world
relegated to oblivion, where it is easier to ignore both the victims and the executioners than to come to terms with a
terrible past. This disturbing tale evokes the great and ruined beauty of a land where man and machine work in tandem
with nature to destroy millions of lives during the Soviet century. Emerging from today’s Russia, where the ills of the past
are being forcefully erased from public memory, this masterful novel is an epic literary act of bearing witness, attempting to
rescue history from the brink of oblivion. A Wall Street Journal Top 10 Novel of the Year “Not since Alexander Solzhenitsyn
has Russia had a writer as obsessed as Sergei Lebedev with that country’s history or the traces it has left on the collective
consciousness . . . The best of Russia’s younger generation of writers.” ―The New York Review of Books

Oblivion
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While on holiday in Scotland, visiting a macabre tourist attraction, “The Dungeons of Edinburgh,” a young Russian tourist is
murdered. As the police grapple with the fact that the cause of the young man’s death was a massive loss of blood, the
Watches are immediately aware that there is a renegade vampire on the loose. Anton–the hero of The Night Watch, The
Day Watch, and The Twilight Watch–is detailed to this seemingly mundane investigation, but on arriving in Scotland begins
to realize that there is much more to the story than a wildcat vampire and a single murder. Aided by Thomas, the head of
Edinburgh’s Night Watch, Anton investigates and ruminates, and becomes aware that a team of unlicensed Others are
hunting for a fabled magical treasure, hidden in the sixth level of the Twilight by Merlin himself. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

This Love Story Will Self-Destruct
A biography of skating star Ekaterina Gordeeva who, with her husband Sergei Grinkov, won two Olympic gold medals, and
who, since his untimely death in 1995, skates alone. For years, Gordeeva skated with her husband, but when tragedy
struck, she would have

Inside Edge
The explosive story of the poisoning of the former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and what it reveals about the growing
clandestine conflict between the West and Russia Salisbury, England: March 4, 2018. Slumped on a bench, paralyzed and
barely able to breathe, were a former Russian intelligence officer named Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia. Sergei had
been living a quiet life in England since 2010, when he was expelled from Russia as part of a spy swap; he had been serving
a lengthy prison sentence for working secretly for the British intelligence agency MI6. On this Sunday afternoon, he and his
daughter had just finished lunch at a local restaurant when they started to feel faint. Within minutes they were close to
death. The Skripals had been poisoned, not with a familiar toxin but with Novichok, a deadly nerve agent developed in
southern Russia. Was this a message from the Kremlin that traitors would not escape violent death, even on British soil? As
Sergei and Yulia fought for their lives, and the British government and their allies sought answers, relations between the
West and Russia descended to a new low. The Skripal Files is a remarkable and definitive account of Sergei Skripal’s story,
which lays bare the new spy war between Russia and the West. Mark Urban, the diplomatic and defense editor for the BBC,
met with Skripal in the months before his poisoning, learning about his career in Russian military intelligence, how he
became a British agent, his imprisonment in Russia, and the events that led to his release. Skripal’s first-hand accounts and
experiences reveal the high stakes of a new spy game that harks back to the chilliest days of the Cold War.

Fencing Is My Life
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Nineteen-year-old Emily is new to pairs skating, but she and her partner Chris have a big dream-to be the first American
team to win Olympic gold. Their young coach Sergei, who left Russia after a mysterious end to his skating career, believes
they can break through and make history. Emily and Chris are on track to be top contenders at the Winter Games. But when
forbidden feelings spark between Emily and Sergei, broken trust and an unexpected enemy threaten to derail Emily's
dreams of gold.

Night Watch
The dazzling smile, the signature haircut, the staple spin. "America's Sweetheart" Dorothy Hamill grew up on the ice,
working toward the dream she was to accomplish by age nineteen: winning Olympic gold in figure skating. But life was not
the picture of perfection it appeared to be. Dorothy faced a painful inner struggle from the time she was a young girl that
followed her into adulthood--though she would not know about the depression that ran in her family until much later in life.
Weeks and months away from home to train and compete took a difficult toll, yet little reprieve could be found in the
tumultuous and fragile relationship she had with her parents. Dorothy went on to marry the man of her dreams, only to
have the partnership end in heartache and a tragedy that almost pushed her to her breaking point. Then, just when a light
at the end of the tunnel finally began to appear, a second failed marriage tried and tested Dorothy's trust and strength yet
again--a travesty that could have led her to give up. But, she found a remarkable strength in what she did have--her
greatest love, her daughter Alexandra. "Thank goodness, I had my skating. There was certainly a pattern to my life. When
times were tough, I went skating. It was only while I was out on the ice, enjoying the freedom of movement and my love of
music, that I was able to escape from my bottomless heartache." In her deeply moving and honest memoir, Dorothy opens
up for the first time about love, family, courage, and what it means to truly win both on and off the ice.

The Operas of Sergei Prokofiev
The noted war correspondent and third wife of Ernest Hemingway describes her adventures, discoveries, rescues, and
narrow escapes in such locales as Moscow, Eilat on the Red Sea, and the interior of China during the Sino-Japanese War.
Original.

The Time Traveler's Wife
My Vertical World is the story of a quiet family man from Silesia who was also a single-minded schemer, sailing close to the
bureaucratic wind in Poland as well as Pakistan and Nepal, painting factory chimneys and thinking of Lhotse, juggling for
most of the time with meagre hard currency, scarce food and indifferent gear to achieve the starting point western climbers
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took for granted. Slow to acclimatise, once he had done, Kukuczka's stamina and drive were formidable. Preferring where
possible to climb alpine-style with one companion, among his more remarkable achievements are his solo ascent of a new
route on Makalu; a first traverse of the North and Middle Summits of Broad Peak; climbing two 8000-metre peaks over 3000
kilometres apart in winter within twenty-five days; and making a new route up the middle of the South Face of K2 as a twoman team. His narrative takes the reader behind the catalogue of achievements to discover a diffident man, anxious for his
good name, sobered by loss of friends, who can still view the antics of the international climbing circus with good humour,
and climbed because his passion for his vertical world was an enveloping as it was infectious.

Pairing Off
I first read Mikhail Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita on a balcony of the Hotel Metropole in Saigon on three summer
evenings in 1971. The tropical air was heavy and full of the smells of cordite and motorcycle exhaust and rotting fish and
wood-fire stoves, and the horizon flared ambiguously, perhaps from heat lightning, perhaps from bombs. Later each night,
as was my custom, I would wander out into the steamy back alleys of the city, where no one ever seemed to sleep, and
crouch in doorways with the people and listen to the stories of their culture and their ancestors and their ongoing lives.
Bulgakov taught me to hear something in those stories that I had not yet clearly heard. One could call it, in terms that
would soon thereafter gain wide currency, "magical realism". The deadpan mix of the fantastic and the realistic was at the
heart of the Vietnamese mythos. It is at the heart of the present zeitgeist. And it was not invented by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, as wonderful as his One Hundred Years of Solitude is. Garcia Marquez's landmark work of magical realism was
predated by nearly three decades by Bulgakov's brilliant masterpiece of a novel. That summer in Saigon a vodka-swilling,
talking black cat, a coven of beautiful naked witches, Pontius Pilate, and a whole cast of benighted writers of Stalinist
Moscow and Satan himself all took up permanent residence in my creative unconscious. Their presence, perhaps more than
anything else from the realm of literature, has helped shape the work I am most proud of. I'm often asked for a list of
favorite authors. Here is my advice. Read Bulgakov. Look around you at the new century. He will show you things you need
to see.

Stars on Ice
"Triumphantly good?Georgette Heyer is unbeatable." ? India Knight, Sunday Telegraph An impetuous flight Tiffany Wield's
bad behavior is a serious trial to her chaperone. "On the shelf " at twenty-eight, Ancilla Trent strives to be a calming
influence on her tempestuous charge, but then Tiffany runs off to London alone and Ancilla is faced with a devastating
scandal. A gallant rescue Sir Waldo Hawkridge, confirmed bachelor and one of the wealthiest men in London, comes
instantly to the aid of the intrepid Ancilla to stop Tiffany's flight, and in the process discovers that it's never too late for the
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first bloom of love. "A writer of great wit and style? I've read her books to ragged shreds."—Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph
WHAT READERS SAY ABOUT THE NONESUCH: "A lovely, entertaining read, full of deliciously entertaining character studies,
witty dialogue, a gentle secondary romance and, of course, the main love story. This is another of Heyer's 'older heroine'
novels, subtle, romantic, and very enjoyable. Highly recommended!" "One of the wittiest stories Heyer has concocted, that
will have you chuckling to yourself." "The same flashes of wit, the wonderful dialogue, and the ridiculous intrigue that are all
the ingredients of a first-rate Georgette Heyer." "No other novelist recreates the manners, dress, behaviour, and language
of the Regency period as well as [Georgette Heyer] did." "Heyer moves into Austen territory?delightfully!"

My Sergei
The Tonya Tapes is the story of Tonya Harding's life, told by Harding to author Lynda Prouse.

Welcome to My World
The Way Begins . . . Sergei was three when the soldiers took him. At fifteen he fled into the wilderness, with nothing to cling
to but the memories of a grandfather who called him Socrates and the promise of a gift buried near St. Petersburg. Thus
begins The Journeys of Socrates -- an odyssey that forged the character of Sergei Ivanov, whose story would one day
change the lives of millions of readers worldwide. This saga of courage and faith, of love and loss, reveals the arts of war
and the path to peace. Ultimately, it speaks to the quest we all share for a meaningful life in a challenging world.

Ekaterina Gordeeva
The forces of Light and Darkness have co-existed in a delicate balance for hundreds of years until now. Even as the Night
Watch polices the Dark Others--among them vampires, witches and shape-shifters--a chain of mysterious events triggers a
dreaded, age-old prophecy: An immortal with special powers will come to switch sides, shattering the balance and
unleashing an apocalyptic war unlike any the world has ever known.

The Last Watch
In the glamorous, ultra-competitive world of figure skating, Katarina Witt is a living legend. She has won more titles than
anyone else before her — including two Olympic gold medals, four world championships, and eight national championships.
She is also renowned for independence and self-possession in a world where many stars are in thrall to management
companies, and for her ability to stay true to skating while developing new careers in business, movies and television. Witt
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has always done whatever she's done with all her heart — with passion, intelligence, and a love of perfection. Now, in Only
with Passion, she offers advice to a new generation of women athletes making their way in the world on how to live full out,
compete with edge, and navigate life with grace. When a young skater consults her for advice on whether to train abroad —
and leave a boyfriend behind — Witt finds occasion to recall the major turning points of her own journey, from her East
German childhood to the international spotlight. She shares her inside perspective and frank opinions on the insular world
of skating and offers her views about what it takes to be a champion, and to create a fulfilling life. Whether she's talking
about life on or off the ice (or on the cover of Playboy!), Witt is always candid, fresh, and down-to-earth. Written with E.M.
Swift, author of My Sergei, one of the best-selling skating books of all time, Only with Passion is the perfect gift for young
women, young athletes —particularly skaters — and skating fans of all ages.

Last Man Standing
In this second-chances romance, a former top men's figure skating champion is willing to risk everything for a
comeback—except a new start with his long-lost love An unexpected phone call from the man who broke her heart offers
Amy Shepherd an opportunity to return to the work she loves, training elite figure skaters. Except it's just one figure skater:
him. Can she finally forgive and forget? Figure skater Mikhail "Misha" Zaikov once had it all: medals, money and the
adoration of millions. But a devastating injury put an end to his career and his romance, leaving him with nothing but regret
over what could have been. His last chance to rejoin the world's top skaters is now. And there's only one person who can
help him: her. On Russia's unyielding ice, Misha must reclaim what he's lost while facing off against a talented young rival
and risking further injury. But Amy soon discovers Misha's much bigger challenges lurk off the ice. And she's determined to
keep Misha whole and healthy, even if doing so ends his shot at the gold. Don't miss any of Elizabeth Harmon's Red Hot
Russians. Pairing Off and Turning It On are available now!

The Tonya Tapes
The first book in the English language to engage with Prokofiev's operatic output in its entirety.

The Love of Three Oranges
In this heartfelt testament to the power of love and the strength of the human spirit, Travis Roy, who suffered a devastating
injury eleven seconds into his first college hockey game, reveals how he has managed to cope after the accident and, with
the help of family and friends, overcome tremendous barriers to begin a new life.
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The Last Wish
Tells the story of four-time World Champion skater and Olympic gold medalist, Ekaterina Gordeeva.

The Master and Margarita
Beloved Olympic skater shares his secrets to happiness on and off the ice. Scott Hamilton has experienced the heights of
accomplishment and the depths of disease, from winning the Gold to becoming a cancer and brain tumor survivor. But
through his successes, struggles, and setbacks, Hamilton has never lost his trademark humor and honesty. More important,
he has never lost his faith and optimism. How does he keep smiling? In The Great Eight, Scott uses stories from his
international career and personal life to describe the eight secrets that — through commitment and repetition — have
helped him “clear the ice,” get back up, and “smile like Kristi Yamaguchi.” “Scott Hamilton . . . lives his life as a champion.
Everyone needs the positive message of this greatly inspiring book.” ~Kristi Yamaguchi, Olympic Gold Medalist “I know and
love Scotty Hamilton. You will, too, after you read this book.” ~William Shatner “The Great Eight is an inspiration to us all.”
~Donald J. Trump “It’s like my bud Scott says: ‘You can’t just skate through life and expect to be happy!’” ~Kevin Nealon,
actor, comedian, Saturday Night Live alum

Welcome to My World
From the New York Times bestselling author of A Constellation of Vital Phenomena—dazzling, poignant, and lyrical
interwoven stories about family, sacrifice, the legacy of war, and the redemptive power of art. This stunning, exquisitely
written collection introduces a cast of remarkable characters whose lives intersect in ways both life-affirming and
heartbreaking. A 1930s Soviet censor painstakingly corrects offending photographs, deep underneath Leningrad, bewitched
by the image of a disgraced prima ballerina. A chorus of women recount their stories and those of their grandmothers,
former gulag prisoners who settled their Siberian mining town. Two pairs of brothers share a fierce, protective love. Young
men across the former USSR face violence at home and in the military. And great sacrifices are made in the name of an oil
landscape unremarkable except for the almost incomprehensibly peaceful past it depicts. In stunning prose, with rich
character portraits and a sense of history reverberating into the present, The Tsar of Love and Techno is a captivating work
from one of our greatest new talents.

Travels with Myself and Another
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of
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adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a
Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter
and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that
ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and
in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind
fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October
2020!

The Day After Tomorrow
The sole survivor of a devastating ambush, FBI Hostage Rescue Team agent Web London would do anything to find out
what really happened that night--and a ten year old boy may be the unexpected key in this #1 New York Times bestselling
thriller. Web London was trained to penetrate hostile ground and come out alive. Then ten seconds in a dark alley cost him
everything: his friends, his fellow agents, his reputation. Among his super-elite FBI Hostage Rescue Team, Web was the sole
survivor of a high-tech, devastating ambush. Now Web is trying to put his life back together and understand what really
happened. To get answers, he'll need the help of psychiatrist Claire Daniels and the one other human being who lived
through the attack--a ten-year-old boy. But when his search leads him back to that bloodstained alley, Web suddenly
realizes he is about to face his assassin again. And this time, one of them will become the Last Man Standing.

The Nonesuch
Book 5 in the Bestselling Her Russian Protector Sexy Romantic Suspense Series After losing her older brother in a violent
robbery, wedding gown designer Bianca Bradshaw refuses to date men with criminal ties. She's never been tempted to
cross that line--until Sergei. The Russian behemoth works as an enforcer for mob boss Nikolai Kalasnikov and fights as his
champion in the underground bare-knuckle circuit. Sergei is absolutely the last complication she needs in her life--but he's
the only man who makes her body ache with desire. And right now she needs his help. When he learns some creep is
bothering Bianca, Sergei Sakharov vows to protect her at all costs. He's been trying to get close to the plus-sized beauty for
months but she rejects him at every turn. He's determined to show her that he's worth more as a man than his criminal
connections. But Sergei's loyalty to his family--both blood and criminal--put him at odds with the future he wants with
Bianca. He has to choose--the woman he desperately loves or his loyalty to the man who saved his life. Because the
darkness of the underworld he inhabits is about to spill into Bianca's life and the hardest choice may be the only one that
allows him to protect her keywords: interracial romance, bwwm, mob romance, alpha male, tattoos, fighter romance, mixed
martial arts, multicultural romance, her russian protector series, fighting connollys series
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The Journeys of Socrates
This is the classic tale of boy meets girl: Girl…goes home with someone else. Meet Eve. She’s a dreamer, a feeler, a
careening well of sensitivities who can’t quite keep her feet on the ground, or steer clear of trouble. She’s a laugher, a crier,
a quirky and quick-witted bleeding-heart-worrier. Meet Ben. He’s an engineer, an expert at leveling floors who likes order,
structure, and straight lines. He doesn’t opine, he doesn’t ruminate, he doesn’t simmer until he boils over. So naturally,
when the two first cross paths, sparks don’t exactly fly. But then they meet again. And again. And then, finally, they find
themselves with a deep yet fragile connection that will change the course of their relationship—possibly forever. Follow Eve
and Ben as they navigate their twenties on a winding journey through first jobs, first dates, and first breakups; through first
reunions, first betrayals and, maybe, first love. This is When Harry Met Sally reimagined; a charming tale told from two
unapologetically original points of view. With an acerbic edge and heartwarming humor, debut novelist Leslie Cohen takes
us on a tour of what life looks like when it doesn’t go according to plan, and explores the complexity, chaos, and comedy in
finding a relationship built to last.

Sergei (Her Russian Protector #5)
A landmark book that completely transforms our understanding of the crisis of liberalism, from two pre-eminent
intellectuals Why did the West, after winning the Cold War, lose its political balance? In the early 1990s, hopes for the
eastward spread of liberal democracy were high. And yet the transformation of Eastern European countries gave rise to a
bitter repudiation of liberalism itself, not only there but also back in the heartland of the West. In this brilliant work of
political psychology, Ivan Krastev and Stephen Holmes argue that the supposed end of history turned out to be only the
beginning of an Age of Imitation. Reckoning with the history of the last thirty years, they show that the most powerful force
behind the wave of populist xenophobia that began in Eastern Europe stems from resentment at the post-1989 imperative
to become Westernized. Through this prism, the Trump revolution represents an ironic fulfillment of the promise that the
nations exiting from communist rule would come to resemble the United States. In a strange twist, Trump has elevated
Putin's Russia and Orbán's Hungary into models for the United States. Written by two pre-eminent intellectuals bridging the
East/West divide, The Light that Failed is a landmark book that sheds light on the extraordinary history of our Age of
Imitation.

Eleven Seconds
Chronicles a season on the skating circuit, intimately portraying the lives of such figures as Peggy Fleming, Scott Hamilton,
Nancy Kerrigan, and Oksana Baiul, and identifying their ambitions and challenges. Reprint.
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Life on the Edge
Passionately in love, Clare and Henry vow to hold onto each other and their marriage as they struggle with the effects of
Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a condition that casts Henry involuntarily into the world of time travel.

The Tsar of Love and Techno
American figure skater Carrie Parker's Winter Games dreams were dashed when her philandering partner caused one of the
greatest scandals in skating history. Blacklisted from competing in the United States, her career is over…until she receives
a mysterious invitation and is paired with the most infuriating, talented—and handsome—skater she's ever met. Russian
champion Anton Belikov knows sacrifice. He gave up a normal life and any hope of a meaningful relationship to pursue his
dream. And he's come close—with a silver medal already under his belt, the next stop is the gold. All he needs is a partner.
While he's never forgotten the young American skater he seduced one long-ago night in Amsterdam, he never expected to
be confronted with their past…never mind share the ice with her. When what starts as a publicity stunt grows into
something real, Carrie and Anton's partnership will test their loyalties to family, country and each other. With only a few
months to train for the competition of a lifetime, can they master technique and their emotions, or will they lose their
footing and fall victim to the heartaches of their pasts? 96,000 words

Only With Passion
"A page-turning whopper."-- Entertainment Weekly. The novel that took the nation by storm is now in paperback. Allan
Folsom has created an international conspiracy of apocalyptic dimensions that interconnects three intricate and compelling
stories spanning two continents and five decades.

My Vertical World
Trump/Russia is the greatest political scandal in American history. It's also the most complex. In this remarkable and
necessary work, novelist Greg Olear weaves the loose threads of Trump/Russia into a short, easy-to-follow narrative. Dirty
Rubles is an ideal primer for those new to the story, a useful review for those already in the know, and a guidebook for the
agnostic #MAGA fan--a compelling overview of Trump/Russia that every American should read.

The Skripal Files
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Provides an extensive behind-the-scenes look at the world's most successful figure skating tour from its very beginnings to
the present day and offers profiles of its stars

Getting It Back
The Olympic gold medalist offers a poignant, loving account of her life with her long-time partner and beloved husband,
Sergei Grinkov, from their first introduction and successive world pairs skating championships, to their storybook romance
and marriage, to the fatal heart attack that took Sergei's life.

Katia Gordeeva
A play for the theatre that takes the commedia dell'arte of Carlo Gozzi and updates it for the new millennium.

A Skating Life
The best fencing autobiography since Nadi's, with inspiration and instruction for every fencer-a great gift for young fencers
and an important story for coaches. In this book, a great champion tells his story and teaches his secrets! Golubitsky, a fourtime overall World Cup Champion, three-time World Champion, and winner of nineteen World Cups, recounts his difficult
rise to the top, his triumphs and mistakes, and the lessons he learned from them. Sergei tells of his early days inside the old
Soviet "sports machine," the breakup of the USSR, and his emergence into the new world of international fencing. This is an
inspiring story of desire and persistence, frustration and triumph. Plus, it's packed with practical tips for fencing and
training. Numerous photos.

The Great Eight
The three-time U.S. Championship figure skater presents a series of anecdotes and essays on his life and observations,
sharing perspectives on topics ranging from pop culture and skating to fashion and Weir's own life.

The Light that Failed
Ever wonder what it would take to turn all of your dreams into reality? In The Life You Imagine, All-Star New York Yankees
shortstop Derek Jeter shows how you can use the same game plan that helped an eight-year-old boy who fantasized about
playing baseball for the Bronx Bombers grow up and become MVP of the 2000 World Series. With the help and support of
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both of his parents, Derek developed a practical program that would assist him in achieving all of his personal and
professional aspirations-and now he shares his secrets to success so that you can get closer to living your dream, too. In
this inspiring, information-packed book, Derek provides you with the ten lessons that have guided him throughout his life on
and off the field, from his dream of being a gifted, hardworking athlete to his goal of becoming an active community leader.
Using personal stories from his own life as a student athlete in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and as a Yankee team player, Derek
writes about the simple steps that put him on course for success, including: * Setting your goals high and finding the right
role models * Being serious but still having fun * Challenging yourself daily and not being afraid to fail * Surrounding
yourself with a strong supporting cast Filled with rare family photos and pictures of Derek playing for the Yankees, The Life
You Imagine is an intimate look into the life of a superstar athlete -- including the remarkable relationship he has with his
family, what it's like to play with the Yankees, and how he's used his baseball celebrity to found the Turn 2 Foundation, a
drug and alcohol prevention program for kids. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Dirty Rubles
Poetry. "Finally an oracle with a gorgeous sense of humor. Jessica Laser's vision is singular, her voice at once formidable
and intimate. Its impeccable wit imparts a bracing metaphysics. 'I said to myself as a child do not / Mistake the ghost you
fear for / The ghost you are.' Here intellect sings. Everywhere agile, coruscating syntax proves music isn't only a form of
beauty, it's also a mode of inquiry. Rhyme tracks relations inaccessible to reason. Repetition conducts its tests of the
present, its shadow appraisals of the past's part in the future. The visceral pleasure one experiences reading these poems
corresponds to the depth of their ambition: to fathom human feeling--its contradictions, its infinite shifts--and 'see how full
of changes change is.'"--Margaret Ross

Love Always, Petra
Princess Kida takes cartographer Milo Thatch on a tour of Atlantis, teaching him about the people, foods, and land.

The Second Mark
It was billed as the greatest event in the history of pair skating: three of the best teams of all time battling for Olympic gold
on one night in Salt Lake City. Technical ability was approximately equal. It was the artistic merit score that would decide
the gold medal -- the second mark. Representing Canada, China, and Russia, the three pairs illuminated their distinct
cultures. On the second mark, whose culture would triumph? Would it be the beauty of the Russians' ballet on ice, the thrill
of the Chinese pair's heart-stopping acrobatics, or the Canadians' passionate connection with the audience? In a down-toPage 12/14
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the-wire nail-biter, the difference between gold and silver came down to the vote of a single judge. Hours later, a
bombshell: the confession of a French judge unleashed a worldwide debate -- and ultimately produced an unprecedented
duplicate gold medal. The Second Mark reveals what an athlete really goes through to become the best in the world,
through the riveting stories of unforgettable people. We meet Yelena Berezhnaya of Russia, who survives emergency brain
surgery after a near-fatal training accident and makes it back to the Olympics in less than two years. We meet Zhao
Hongbo, a young boy skating in subzero weather in remotest China, who will fulfill his coach's twenty-year dream of
catching up to the West. And we meet two Canadians, a barista and a concession stand worker, who had almost quit the
sport before deciding to give it one last try -- and becoming world champions. Exhaustively researched by a skating insider,
The Second Mark takes readers deep into the world of the Olympic athlete, illuminating the fascinating differences between
East and West. From the frozen fields of China to the secret corridors of the old Soviet sports system, from a tiny farm
village in remotest Quebec to the judges' backstage world, The Second Mark tells the compelling human stories behind one
of the most controversial nights in Olympic history.
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